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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, July 01, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWU4 670^2 S -6^6 2841 29355 -690 Basis (U): +90/+120 +163/+250 +285/+315 +400 

MWZ4 680^2 S -6^6 2753 21685 +207 Info:  nom/nom bid/cars nom/bid cars 

MWH5 692^6 S -5^0 816 5501 +43 Change: unch/unch up 23/up 40 unch/up 30 up 80/up 25 

MWK5 700^2 S -5^4 135 704 +6 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +10 +50 +60 

MWN5 707^2 S -5^2 54 224 +5 Portland (U) July 1-10 July 11-20 July 21-31 Aug NC 

MWU5 704^0 S -10^0 13 181 -1 14%proBasis  +140/+217 +135/+187 +130/+167 +105/+150 

Totals:   6,686 58,033 -867  up 5/up 17 unch/up 7 unch/up 17 up 10/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 436 (0 N) Options: 444 

Receipts on the Floor:   
74 cars and 1 train 

Implied option vols: 
U:19% Z:18% H: 18% 

Cash: Spring wheat basis continues to rally as millers and exporters 
pay up for loaded cars in the spot market to replace delayed 
shipments as railroad logistics are a mess.    

Commentary: 
Grain markets continue to reel from yesterday’s bearish reports. New move lows were scored in wheat, 
corn, and soybeans but values recovered into the close; a technical correction/short-covering rally 
could emerge ahead of the holiday weekend. Markets close early on Thursday and don’t reopen until 
Monday morning. However, even if the bearish implications of the stocks and acreage reports are 
already digested into the market, favorable Midwest weather continues to argue for lower prices in the 
long term. This June was among—if not the—wettest June on record for major corn and soybean 
areas. Abundant soil moisture and the lack of any threatening heat on the horizon, even through corn 
pollination, suggest prices could trend lower through the summer.  
 
Although June 1 wheat stocks came in 
right on trade expectations, a by-state 
analysis suggest that the USDA will be 
revising their old crop wheat by class 
ending stocks in the July WASDE report. 
The overwhelming theme is more HRW than previously thought. This has triggered liquidation of KC 
bullspreads and KC-Chicago intermarket spreads. However, a lower flat price trend could lead to a 
larger HRW export program to Brazil and Nigeria. Still, the knee-jerk response is to liquidate open 
positions and that seems to have been the primary activity thus far this week. For spring wheat, it 
should be noted that the increase in acres more than makes up for the lower projected carry-in on the 
14/15 balance sheet. Also, heavy bearspreading in Chicago wheat may be premature given quality 
issues that could further reduce yields as well the lower implied carry-in on the 14/15 balance sheet. 
MWZ-KWZ rallied to trade up to resistance at -15, which seems to be primarily a function of fund selling 
in KC coupled with heavier scale-down end user pricing in Minneapolis. Spring wheat calendar spreads 
also weakened today with U/Z trading from -10 down to a low of -12, and Z/H scoring a new move low 
out to -12 ½. H/K traded -8 and K/N traded -7. CHS is stopping MWN at 12 carry. Minneapolis and KC 
both lost to Chicago today as funds are long in the hard wheat contracts and already have a large net 
short in Chicago wheat; however, once this liquidation has run its course, Chicago wheat may be the 
focus of renewed selling pressure. Additionally, the bearspreading in Chicago is beginning to rally the 
back end; this usually presages another dive lower in the nearby months. –Austin Damiani 

13/14 US Wheat Ending Stocks (millions of bushels) 
 HRW HRS SRW 
June WASDE: 200 188 133 
June 1 Implied: 240 168 113 


